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 Plaintiff, Buffalo Field Campaign (“BFC” or “Plaintiff”), alleges as follows:  

INTRODUCTION 

1. This action is premised upon, and consequent to, violations of the Freedom 

of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. §§ 552 et. seq. It challenges the unlawful 

failure of the Defendant, the United States Department of the Interior (“DOI,” 

“Defendant,” or “Agency”), to abide by the statutory requirements of the FOIA.     

2. Defendant is unlawfully withholding public disclosure of information sought 

by Plaintiff, information to which Plaintiff is entitled and for which no valid 

disclosure exemption applies or has been asserted. In particular, Defendant has 

violated, and remains in violation of, the statutory mandates imposed by FOIA by: 

(1) failing to provide a final determination resolving Plaintiff’s FOIA Request 

within the time required by law; and (2) failing to provide Plaintiff non-exempt 

responsive records in response to Plaintiff’s FOIA request, including reasonably 

segregable, non-exempt portions of responsive records.   

3. Plaintiff seeks declaratory relief establishing that Defendant has violated the 

FOIA. Plaintiff also seeks injunctive relief directing Defendant to promptly 

provide Plaintiff with the requested material. Finally, Plaintiff seeks an Order from 

the Court directing Defendant to pay Plaintiff’s reasonable attorneys’ fees and 

costs incurred in bringing this action.    
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JURISDICTION, VENUE, AND BASIS FOR RELIEF 

4. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 

552(a)(4)(B) and 28 U.S.C. § 1331 because this action arises under the FOIA and 

the Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2201, et seq.  

5. Venue properly vests in this Court pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B), 

which provides venue for FOIA cases in this District. Plaintiff resides and has its 

principal place of business in the District of Montana.   

6. This case is properly brought in the District of Montana, Missoula Division. 

BFC’s habitat coordinator, Darrell Geist, resides and has his office in Missoula, 

Montana. Mr. Geist submitted the FOIA Request at the heart of this dispute on 

behalf of BFC, and will continue to play a major role obtaining, reviewing, and 

releasing information obtained from responsive records to shed light on ongoing 

government action.  BFC conducts regular business activity in Missoula, and all 

year-end financial information is processed in Missoula, as reflected on BFC’s 

annual reports to the State.   

7. Declaratory relief is appropriate under 28 U.S.C. § 2201. 

8. Injunctive relief is appropriate under 28 U.S.C. § 2202 and 5 U.S.C. § 

552(a)(4)(B). 

9. Attorneys' fees and costs may be awarded by the Court to a substantially 

prevailing plaintiff pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(E).   
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PARTIES 

10. Plaintiff Buffalo Field Campaign (“BFC”) is a non-profit public interest 

organization founded in 1997 to stop the slaughter of Yellowstone’s wild bison, 

protect the natural habitat of wild free-roaming bison and other native wildlife, and 

to work with people of all Nations to honor the sacredness of the wild bison. BFC 

is supported by volunteers and participants around the world who value America’s 

native wildlife and the ecosystems upon which they depend, and enjoy the natural 

wonders of our National Parks and Forests. BFC has field offices in West 

Yellowstone, and Gardiner, Montana, where volunteers congregate and conduct 

daily field patrols to document government activities directed against wild buffalo.  

As BFC’s habitat coordinator, Mr. Geist regularly conducts business with and for 

BFC through his Missoula residence and office.  

11. BFC, as an organization and on behalf of its members, is concerned with and 

actively involved with protecting the last remaining descendants of the native 

plains bison on this continent, and advocating that such bison be allowed to occupy 

their original range. BFC actively seeks to document and publicize the plight of the 

bison, to end their slaughter by government agencies, and to secure long-term 

protection for viable populations of wild bison and year-round habitat. BFC 

actively engages the American public to honor cultural heritage by allowing wild 

bison to exist as an indigenous wildlife species and fulfill their inherent ecological 
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role within their native range, and serve as the genetic wellspring for future wild 

bison populations. 

12. Defendant DOI is an agency of the executive branch of the United States 

government. The DOI headquarters are located at 1849 C Street, N.W., 

Washington, D.C. 20240.    

13. DOI is an “agency” as defined by 5 U.S.C. § 552(f)(1) and is therefore 

subject to the provisions of FOIA.    

STATEMENT OF OPERATIVE FACTS 
 
14. The FOIA requires U.S. government agencies to promptly make public 

records available to any person if that person makes a request which (1) reasonably 

describes the records sought and (2) complies with any applicable agency rules for 

making such a request. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3)(A).    

15. The FOIA requires an agency to issue a final determination on any such 

information request within 20 business days from the date of its receipt. 5 U.S.C. § 

552(a)(6)(A)(i).  

16. On June 20, 2018, Mr. Geist, in his capacity as BFC’s habitat coordinator, 

electronically submitted a FOIA Request (the “FOIA Request”) to Clarice Julka, 

the FOIA Officer for the Department of the Interior, Office of the Secretary, via its 

publicly acknowledged FOIA e-mail address, “osfoia@ios.dio.gov.” A true and 

correct copy of the FOIA request is attached as Attachment 1.   
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17. The FOIA Request sought the disclosure of records from DOI, Office of the 

Secretary concerning bison management in Yellowstone National Park and the 

State of Montana’s “Interagency Bison Management Plan,” as well as records 

concerning the reintroduction of bison from Yellowstone National Park to 

American Indian reservations or elsewhere. Records were sought from March 1, 

2017 to June 20. 2018.  

18. On July 19, 2018, DOI employee Cindy Sweeney provided a FOIA 

acknowledgment letter to Mr. Geist. That letter was signed by Clarice Julka. 

Relevant here, the letter indicated that the FOIA Request was received by DOI on 

June 20, 2018. The letter assigned a tracking number to the FOIA Request, “OS-

2018-01317.” Finally, the letter invoked a 10-day business extension under 43 

C.F.R. § 2.19, and placed BFC’s FOIA Request onto the Agency’s “complex” 

processing track.  

19. On August 10, 2018, Mr. Geist wrote back via e-mail to Cindy Sweeney, 

noting in pertinent part that while the Agency had requested a 10 business day 

extension, 16 business days had already elapsed without any further 

communication from DOI. Mr. Geist concluded his e-mail by requesting that DOI 

“Please inform me when your office intends to comply with our FOIA request.” 

20. Cindy Sweeney responded to Mr. Geist by e-mail on August 21, 2018. Ms. 

Sweeney wrote that “At this time, we are still waiting on the program offices to 
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send us all potentially responsive records for the request that you inquired about as 

we do not retain records in the OS FOIA office. Once we have those records, we 

can begin processing them. While we cannot provide you with a timeline at this 

point, please be assured we are working to complete your request as promptly as 

we can.”   

21. Additional e-mail communications were exchanged between Mr. Geist and 

Ms. Sweeney on August 21-22, 2018, concerning BFC’s request for a fee waiver 

and an estimated completion date. The Agency ultimately granted BFC a fee 

waiver and provided a hyperlink containing an estimated completion date for the 

FOIA Request. As such, these two specific issues are not in dispute in this 

Complaint.    

22. The DOI set September 14, 2018 as the estimated completion date for the 

FOIA Request. 

23. Having received no final determination or responsive records on September 

14, Mr. Geist again wrote to Ms. Sweeney on September 18, 2018. In that e-mail, 

Mr. Geist noted that BFC had received no final determination advising when or 

whether DOI would comply with the FOIA Request or apprising BFC of any 

administrative appeal rights. Mr. Geist concluded: “Your agency is in violation of 

the Freedom of Information Act. Please be advised Buffalo Field Campaign will 

initiate suit against you in federal district court unless we receive responsive 
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records in two weeks, or by October 2, 2018.” 

24. Cindy Sweeney responded to Mr. Geist’s September 18, 2018 e-mail on 

September 28, 2018. Ms. Sweeney’s response was a duplication of the message she 

had sent Mr. Geist over a month earlier: “At this time, we are still waiting on the 

program offices to send us all potentially responsive records for the request that 

you inquired about as we do not retain records in the OS FOIA office. Once we 

have those records, we can begin processing them. While we cannot provide you a 

timeline at this point, please be assured we are working to complete your request as 

promptly as we can.” 

25. On October 4, 2018, Mr. Geist again wrote to Ms. Sweeney by e-mail. Mr. 

Geist explained that “Buffalo Field Campaign is evaluating filing a complaint 

against your agency for violating the Freedom of Information Act…We wish to 

avoid litigation. It is not our preference.” Mr. Geist noted the Agency was not in 

compliance with the FOIA’s time limits and requested an updated estimated 

completion date. Mr. Geist concluded by noting that if BFC did not receive a 

response, “we will interpret your non-response as an adverse determination.”   

26. As of the date of this Complaint, BFC has received no further written 

communications from Defendant. 

27. As of the date of this Complaint, BFC has received no records responsive to 

its FOIA Request.  
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28. As of the date of this Complaint, BFC has not been informed whether DOI 

will comply with the FOIA Request or the reasons for not complying, whether DOI 

will withhold records under a FOIA exemption, or whether BFC has any 

administrative appeal rights concerning an adverse determination.  

29. To date, no “determination” has been provided to BFC concerning its FOIA 

Request to DOI, as that term is used in 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(A)(ii).     

30. BFC has constructively exhausted all administrative remedies required by 

FOIA. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(A), (a)(6)(C).   

31. BFC has been required to expend costs and to obtain the services of a law 

firm, consisting of attorneys and legal assistants, to prosecute this action. 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

COUNT I 
 

VIOLATION OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT: 
DETERMINATION DEADLINE VIOLATION 

 
32. The allegations made in all preceding paragraphs are realleged and 

incorporated by reference. 

33. BFC has a statutory right to have DOI process its FOIA requests in a manner 

which complies with the FOIA. Plaintiff’s rights in this regard are violated by 

DOI’s unlawful delay in informing BFC of its final determination as to the FOIA 

Request beyond the 20 day statutory deadline and any extensions. 5 U.S.C. § 

552(a)(6)(A)(i).    
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34. To date, BFC has not received a communication from DOI about whether 

the Agency will comply with the FOIA request, DOI’s reasons for making that 

decision, and any right of BFC to administratively appeal that decision.   

35. DOI has only invoked one 10 working day extension to the FOIA’s 20 

business day determination deadline.   

36. Based on the nature of Plaintiff’s organizational activities, Plaintiff will 

continue to submit FOIA requests to DOI for the foreseeable future. Plaintiff will 

continue to rely upon release of records sought in FOIA requests to shed light on 

government activities. Plaintiff’s statutory rights will be adversely affected if DOI 

is allowed to continue violating FOIA’s response deadlines.    

37. Unless enjoined and made subject to a declaration of Plaintiff’s legal rights 

by this Court, Defendant will continue to violate the rights of Plaintiff to receive 

public records under the FOIA. 

38. DOI’s failure to make a final determination on BFC’s FOIA Request within 

the statutory timeframe has prejudiced Plaintiff’s ability to timely obtain public 

records.   

COUNT II 
 

VIOLATION OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT: 
UNLAWFUL WITHHOLDING OF NON-EXEMPT PUBLIC RECORDS 

 
39. The allegations made in all preceding paragraphs are realleged and 

incorporated by reference. 
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40. BFC has a statutory right to have DOI process its FOIA requests in a manner 

that complies with FOIA. Plaintiff’s rights in this regard are violated by DOI’s 

failure to promptly provide public, non-exempt records to BFC in response to the 

FOIA Request. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3).   

41. DOI is unlawfully withholding public disclosure of information sought by 

BFC, information to which BFC is entitled and for which no valid disclosure 

exemption applies. DOI is also unlawfully withholding reasonably segregable, 

non-exempt portions of responsive records. 

42. Based on the nature of BFC’s organizational activities, it will undoubtedly 

continue to submit FOIA requests to DOI for the foreseeable future. 

43. BFC’s organizational activities to shed light on government activities will be 

adversely affected if DOI is allowed to continue violating FOIA’s disclosure 

mandates. 

44. Unless enjoined and made subject to a declaration of BFC’s legal rights by 

this Court, DOI will continue to violate the rights of BFC to receive public records 

under the FOIA. 

REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, BFC requests that this Court: 

1. Declare DOI’s failure to disclose the records requested by Plaintiff in 

the FOIA Request to be unlawful under the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3). 
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2. Order DOI to promptly provide BFC with the non-exempt records 

sought in its FOIA Request. 

3. Declare DOI’s failure to make a timely final determination on 

Plaintiff’s FOIA Request to be unlawful under the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. §§ 

552(a)(6)(A)(i), (ii). 

4. Award BFC its reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 5 

U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(E) and 28 U.S.C. § 2412. 

5.    Grant such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and 

proper. 

Filed this 10th Day of October, 2019. 

/s/ Timothy Bechtold 
 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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FREEDOM	OF	INFORMATION	ACT	REQUEST		
	
June	20,	2018	
	
Clarice	Julka,	FOIA	Officer	
Office	of	the	Secretary		
U.S.	Dept.	of	the	Interior	
MS-7328,	MIB	
1849	C	Street	NW	
Washington,	DC		20240	
Phone:	(202)	513-0765	
Fax:	(202)	219-2374	
E-Mail:	osfoia@ios.doi.gov	
	
Dear	Clarice	Julka,	 	 ,	
	
Pursuant	to	the	Freedom	of	Information	Act	5	U.S.C.	§	552	et.	seq.	and	the	U.S.	
Department	of	the	Interior’s	regulations	43	C.F.R.	§§	2.1–2.290	(Jan.	19,	2017),	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	is	filing	a	request	for	public	information	and	records.	
	

REQUESTED	RECORDS	
	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	requests	all	records	from	the	Office	of	the	Secretary	
concerning	the	following	subject	matter:	
1.		Bison	management	in	Yellowstone	National	Park	and	the	state	of	Montana.	
2.		The	Interagency	Bison	Management	Plan.	
3.		Reintroducing	bison	from	Yellowstone	National	Park	to	American	Indian	
reservations	or	elsewhere.	
	
The	time	period	for	the	requested	records	is	March	1,	2017	to	June	20,	2018.	
	
“Office	of	the	Secretary”	refers	to	the	Secretary,	Office	of	the	Secretary	staff	
and	personnel	acting	under	the	authority	or	on	behalf	of	the	Secretary.	
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“All	records”	refers	to,	but	is	not	limited	to,	any	and	all	documents,	
correspondence	(including,	but	not	limited	to,	inter	and/or	intra-agency	
correspondence	as	well	as	correspondence	with	entities	or	individuals	outside	
the	federal	government),	emails,	letters,	notes,	recordings,	telephone	records,	
voicemails,	telephone	notes,	telephone	logs,	text	messages,	chat	messages,	
minutes,	memoranda,	comments,	files,	presentations,	consultations,	biological	
opinions,	assessments,	evaluations,	schedules,	papers	published	and/or	
unpublished,	reports,	studies,	photographs	and	other	images,	data	(including	
raw	data,	GPS	or	GIS	data,	UTM,	LiDAR,	etc.),	maps,	and/or	all	other	
responsive	records,	in	draft	or	final	form.	
	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign’s	Freedom	of	Information	Act	request	is	not	meant	to	
exclude	any	other	records	that	are	reasonably	related	to	the	subject	matter	of	
our	request.		If	you	or	your	office	have	destroyed	or	determine	to	withhold	
any	records	that	could	be	reasonably	construed	to	be	responsive	to	this	
request,	I	ask	that	you	indicate	this	fact	and	the	reasons	therefore	in	your	
response.	
	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	is	willing	to	receive	records	on	a	rolling	basis.		
	

RELEASE	NON-EXEMPT	REQUESTED	RECORDS	
	
As	you	know,	the	Freedom	of	Information	Act	provides	that	if	portions	of	a	
document	are	exempt	from	release,	the	remainder	must	be	segregated	and	
disclosed	within	the	statutory	time	limit.		5	U.S.C.	§	552(b).	
	
Should	you	decide	to	invoke	an	exemption,	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	requests	
all	non-exempt	portions	of	the	requested	records	and	asks	that	you	justify	
your	decision	by	reference	to	specific	exemptions	allowed	under	the	Freedom	
of	Information	Act.		Please	include	sufficient	information	for	Buffalo	Field	
Campaign	to	assess	the	basis	for	the	exemption,	including	any	interest(s)	that	
would	be	harmed	by	release.		Please	provide	a	detailed	ledger	which	includes:	
	
1. Basic	factual	material	about	each	withheld	record,	including	the	
originator,	date,	length,	general	subject	matter,	and	location	of	each	
item;	and	
	
2. Complete	explanations	and	justifications	for	the	withholding,	
including	the	specific	exemption(s)	under	which	the	record	(or	portion	
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thereof)	was	withheld	and	a	full	explanation	of	how	each	exemption	
applies	to	the	withheld	material.		Such	statements	will	be	helpful	in	
deciding	whether	to	appeal	an	adverse	determination.		Your	written	
justification	may	help	to	avoid	litigation.	

	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	reserves	the	right	to	appeal	a	decision	by	the	agency	
to	withhold	any	requested	records.	
	

FORMAT	REQUESTED	
	
Under	the	Freedom	of	Information	Act,	you	are	obligated	to	provide	records	in	
a	readily	accessible	electronic	format	and	in	the	format	requested.		See,	e.g.,	5	
U.S.C.	§	552(a)(3)(B)	(“In	making	any	record	available	to	a	person	under	this	
paragraph,	an	agency	shall	provide	the	record	in	any	form	or	format	
requested	by	the	person	if	the	record	is	readily	reproducible	by	the	agency	in	
that	form	or	format.”).		“Readily	accessible”	means	text-searchable	and	OCR-
formatted	records.	5	U.S.C.	§	552(a)(3)(B).			
	
In	responding	to	our	Freedom	of	Information	Act	request,	Buffalo	Field	
Campaign	requests	the	agency	reduce	costs	and	waste	by	providing	the	
requested	records	in	electronic	format	on	a	web	site	for	downloading,	or	on	a	
USB	stick,	or	CD/DVD	that	can	be	mailed	to	the	address	below.		
	
Please	do	not	provide	the	records	in	a	single	or	“batched”	PDF	file.		Please	do	
not	provide	files	in	portfolios	and	embedded	files	within	PDF	files	as	these	
documents	are	not	“readily	accessible.”		
	
You	may	include	an	index.	
	

RECORD	DELIVERY	
	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	appreciates	your	help	in	obtaining	a	determination	of	
the	requested	records	within	20	working	days.		5	U.S.C.	§	552(a)(6)(A)(i);	5	
C.F.R.	§	1303.10(c).		Failure	to	comply	within	the	statutory	timeframe	may	
result	in	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	taking	additional	steps	to	ensure	timely	
receipt	of	the	requested	materials.		Please	provide	a	complete	reply	as	
expeditiously	as	possible.		You	may	deliver	the	requested	records	to:	
	
Darrell	Geist	
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Buffalo	Field	Campaign	
PO	Box	957	
West	Yellowstone,	MT	59758	
z@wildrockies.org	
	
If	our	Freedom	of	Information	Act	request	is	unclear,	if	the	responsive	records	
are	voluminous,	or	if	I	can	be	of	assistance	in	expediting	our	request	for	
records,	please	contact	me	at	(406)	531-9284	or	z@wildrockies.org.	
	

FEE	WAIVER	REQUESTED	
	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	requests	a	fee	waiver	for	all	search	and	duplication	
fees	under	the	Freedom	of	Information	Act	and	its	implementing	regulations.	
5	U.S.C.	§	552(a)(4)(A);	43	C.F.R.	§	2.45.		A	fee	waiver	and	release	of	the	
information	and	records	requested	will	benefit	the	people	of	the	United	States	
by	fostering	public	understanding	of	government	activities	and	encouraging	
public	involvement	in	important	policy	and	management	issues	of	bison	as	a	
wildlife	species	in	Yellowstone	National	Park,	the	state	of	Montana,	and	the	
public	trust	interests	of	American	Indian	tribes	and	the	American	people.	
	
The	language	of	the	Freedom	of	Information	Act	clearly	indicates	the	U.S.	
Congress	intended	fees	not	to	be	a	barrier	to	private	individuals	or	public	
interest	organizations	seeking	access	to	government	information	and	
records.		In	addition,	the	legislative	history	of	the	Freedom	of	Information	Act	
fee	waiver	language	indicates	the	U.S.	Congress	intended	a	liberal	
interpretation	of	the	phrase	“primarily	benefiting	the	public.”		This	suggests	
that	all	fees	are	to	be	waived	whenever	the	release	of	information	contributes	
to	public	debate	on	important	public	policy	and	management	issues.		This	
standard	has	been	affirmed	by	the	U.S.	Court	of	Appeals	for	the	District	of	
Columbia	in	Better	Government	Association	v.	Department	of	State,	780	F.2d	86	
(D.C.	Cir.	1986).		In	Better	Government,	the	D.C.	Circuit	Court	found	that	under	
the	Freedom	of	Information	Act,	the	U.S.	Congress	explicitly	recognized	the	
need	for	non-profit	organizations	to	have	free	access	to	government	
documents	and	those	government	agencies	cannot	impair	this	free	access	by	
charging	duplication	or	search	for	Freedom	of	Information	Act	requests.	
Better	Government,	780	F.2d	at	89.	
	
The	Freedom	of	Information	Act	was	designed	to	provide	citizens	a	broad	
right	to	access	government	records.		Its	basic	purpose	is	to	“open	agency	
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action	to	the	light	of	public	scrutiny.”	U.S.	Department	of	Justice	v.	Reporters	
Committee	for	Freedom	of	Press,	489	U.S.	749,	772	(1989)	(internal	quotation	
and	citation	omitted).	“The	generation	that	made	the	nation	thought	secrecy	
in	government	one	of	the	instruments	of	Old	World	tyranny,	and	committed	
itself	to	the	principle	that	a	democracy	cannot	function	unless	the	people	are	
permitted	to	know	what	their	government	is	up	to.”	Freedom	of	Press,	489	U.S.	
at	772-773	(internal	quotation	and	citation	omitted).	In	order	to	provide	
public	access	to	this	information,	its	fee	waiver	provision	requires	that	
“[d]ocuments	shall	be	furnished	without	any	charge	or	at	a	[reduced]	charge,”	
if	the	request	satisfies	the	standard.		5	U.S.C.	§	552(a)(4)(A)(iii).		The	fee	
waiver	requirement	is	“liberally	construed.”		Judicial	Watch,	Inc.	v.	Rossotti,	
326	F.3d	1309,	1310	(D.C.	Cir.	2003);	Forest	Guardians	v.	U.S.	Department	of	
the	Interior,	416	F.3d	1173,	1178	(10th	Cir.	2005).	
	
The	1986	fee	waiver	amendments	were	designed	specifically	to	provide	non-
profit	organizations	such	as	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	access	to	government	
records	without	the	payment	of	fees.		Indeed,	the	Freedom	of	Information	
Act’s	fee	waiver	provision	was	intended	by	the	U.S.	Congress	“to	prevent	
government	agencies	from	using	high	fees	to	discourage	certain	types	of	
requesters	and	requests,”	which	are	“consistently	associated	with	requests	
from	journalists,	scholars	and	non-profit	public	interest	groups.”		Ettlinger	v.	
FBI,	596	F.	Supp.	867,	872	(D.	Mass.	1984).	
	

Buffalo	Field	Campaign	Qualifies	for	a	Fee	Waiver	
	
Under	the	Freedom	of	Information	Act,	a	party	is	entitled	to	a	fee	waiver	when	
“disclosure	of	the	information	is	in	the	public	interest	because	it	is	likely	to	
contribute	significantly	to	public	understanding	of	the	operations	or	activities	
of	the	government	and	is	not	primarily	in	the	commercial	interest	of	the	
requester.”	5	U.S.C.	§	552(a)(4)(A)(iii);	43	C.F.R.	§	2.45(a)–(f).	
	

A. The	Subject	Matter	of	our	Freedom	of	Information	Act	Request	
Concerns	the	“Operations	and	Activities	of	the	Government.”	

	
The	subject	matter	of	our	Freedom	of	Information	Act	request	concerns	the	
operations	and	activities	of	the	Secretary,	and	the	Office	of	the	Secretary,	in	
bison	management	in	Yellowstone	National	Park	and	the	state	of	Montana,	the	
associated	Interagency	Bison	Management	Plan,	and	the	reintroduction	of	
bison	from	Yellowstone	National	Park	to	American	Indian	reservations,	and	
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the	legal	and	public	trust	responsibilities	of	the	Secretary.	
	
Release	of	the	requested	records	will	provide	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	and	the	
public	with	crucial	insight	into	the	Office	of	the	Secretary’s	role	in	managing	
American	bison	and	the	ecosystems	upon	which	the	native	species	depends,	a	
subject	of	immense	public	interest	for	the	past	several	decades.	The	subject	is	
of	broad	public	interest	due	to	the	substantial	taxpayer	moneys	spent,	the	
significance	held	for	this	remnant	bison	population	by	American	Indian	
people	and	the	public	at	large,	and	the	public’s	interest	in	the	execution	of	the	
U.S.	government’s	trust	and	legal	responsibilities.		
	
It	is	clear	that	the	role	of	the	Secretary	and	the	Office	of	the	Secretary	in	
managing	bison	held	in	the	public	trust	is	a	specific	and	identifiable	activity	of	
the	government,	in	this	case	the	executive	branch	agency	of	the	U.S.	
Department	of	the	Interior.		Judicial	Watch,	Inc.	v.	Rossotti,	326	F.3d	1309,	
1313	(D.C.	Cir.	2003)	(“reasonable	specificity”	is	all	that	is	required).		Thus,	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	meets	this	factor.	
	

B. Disclosure	of	Requested	Records	is	“Likely	to	Contribute”	to	an	
Understanding	of	Government	Operations	or	Activities.	

	
The	requested	records	are	meaningfully	informative	about	government	
operations	or	activities.		Release	of	the	requested	records	will	contribute	to	an	
increased	understanding	of	those	operations	and	activities	by	the	public.	
	
Disclosure	of	the	requested	records	will	allow	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	to	
convey	to	the	public	information	about	the	role	of	the	Secretary,	and	the	Office	
of	the	Secretary,	in	bison	operations	or	activities,	public	trust	management	of	
National	Parks	and	the	ecosystems	upon	which	bison	depend	for	survival,	and	
the	legal	and	public	trust	interests	of	American	Indian	tribes	and	the	American	
people.	
	
Once	records	are	available,	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	will	review	and	analyze	it	
and	present	it	to	the	general	public	in	a	manner	that	will	meaningfully	
enhance	the	public’s	understanding	of	government	operations	or	activities.				
	
Release	of	the	requested	records	is	likely	to	contribute	to	an	understanding	of	
the	operations	and	activities	of	the	Secretary,	and	the	Office	of	the	Secretary,	
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in	managing	public	trust	bison	and	National	Parks,	and	the	legal	and	public	
trust	interests	of	American	Indian	tribes	and	the	American	people.	
	

C. Disclosure	of	Requested	Records	Will	Contribute	to	a	
Reasonably	Broad	Audience	of	Interested	Persons’	
Understanding	Government	Operations	or	Activities.	

	
Release	of	the	requested	records	will	contribute	to	public	understanding	of	
how	the	Secretary,	Office	of	the	Secretary,	U.S.	Department	of	the	Interior	
manage	bison	and	Yellowstone	National	Park	in	light	of	their	statutory	duties	
under	the	Organic	Act,	a	host	of	environmental	and	cultural	resource	laws,	
and	the	legal	and	public	trust	concerns	held	by	American	Indian	tribes	and	the	
American	people.	
	
As	explained	herein,	disclosing	the	records	will	contribute	to	public	
understanding	of	the	role	of	the	Secretary	in	caretaking	bison	and	Yellowstone	
National	Park,	and	reasonably	reach	a	broad	audience	of	interested	persons	
who	can	influence	bison	management,	specifically	in	Yellowstone	National	
Park	and	the	state	of	Montana,	through	the	associated	Interagency	Bison	
Management	Plan,	and	the	reintroduction	of	bison	from	Yellowstone	National	
Park	to	American	Indian	tribal	lands.		
	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	will	use	the	information	it	obtains	from	the	disclosed	
records	to	educate	the	public	at	large	about	how	public	moneys	are	being	
spent,	how	National	Parks	are	being	managed,	and	the	reintroduction	of	bison	
from	National	Parks	to	American	Indian	tribal	lands	–	all	operations	or	
activities	of	government	involving	the	U.S.	Department	of	the	Interior,	the	
Secretary,	and	the	Office	of	the	Secretary.			
	
Through	Buffalo	Field	Campaign’s	synthesis	and	dissemination	(by	means	
discussed	herein),	disclosure	of	information	contained	in	and	gleaned	from	
the	requested	records	will	contribute	to	the	understanding	of	a	broad	
audience	of	persons	who	are	interested	in	the	subject	matter.		Ettlinger	v.	FBI,	
596	F.	Supp.	867,	876	(D.	Mass.	1984)	(benefit	to	a	population	group	of	some	
size	distinct	from	the	requester	alone	is	sufficient);	Carney	v.	Department	of	
Justice,	19	F.3d	807,	815	(2d	Cir.	1994),	cert.	denied,	513	U.S.	823	(1994)	
(applying	the	term	“public”	to	include	a	sufficient	“breadth	of	benefit”	beyond	
the	requester’s	own	interests);	Community	Legal	Services.	v.	U.S.	Department	of	
Housing	&	Urban	Development,	405	F.	Supp.	2d	553,	557	(E.D.	Pa.	2005)	(in	
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granting	fee	waiver	to	community	legal	group,	court	noted	that	while	the	
requester’s	“work	by	its	nature	is	unlikely	to	reach	a	very	general	audience	.	.	.	
there	is	a	segment	of	the	public	that	is	interested	in	its	work”).	
	
Indeed,	the	public	does	not	currently	have	an	ability	to	evaluate	the	requested	
records,	which	concern	how	the	Secretary,	Office	of	the	Secretary,	U.S.	
Department	of	the	Interior	manage	bison	in	light	of	their	public	trust	and	
statutory	duties	under	the	Organic	Act,	and	numerous	environmental	and	
cultural	resource	laws.	To	the	best	of	our	knowledge,	none	of	the	requested	
records	are	currently	in	the	public	domain,	e.g.,	the	U.S.	Department	of	the	
Interior’s	FOIA	Library	(https://www.doi.gov/foia/doi-foia-library).		See	
Community	Legal	Services.	v.	HUD,	405	F.	Supp.	2d	553,	560	(D.	Pa.	2005)	
(because	requested	records	“clarify	important	facts”	about	agency	policy,	the	
documents	sought	by	the	requestor	“would	likely	shed	light	on	information	
that	is	new	to	the	interested	public.”).		As	the	Ninth	Circuit	observed	in	
McClellan	Ecological	Seepage	Situation	v.	Carlucci,	835	F.2d	1282,	1286	(9th	
Cir.	1987),	“Legislative	history	suggests	that	information	[has	more	potential	
to	contribute	to	public	understanding]	to	the	degree	that	the	information	is	
new	and	supports	public	oversight	of	agency	operations	.	.	.	.”	
	
Disclosure	of	requested	records	is	not	only	“likely	to	contribute,”	but	is	certain	
to	contribute,	to	public	understanding	of	the	role	of	the	Secretary,	and	the	
Office	of	the	Secretary,	in	executing	their	public	trust	duties	and	legal	
responsibilities	concerning	bison,	National	Parks,	and	American	Indian	tribes.		
	
The	public	is	always	well	served	when	it	knows	how	the	government	conducts	
its	activities,	particularly	matters	touching	on	legal	questions	and	public	trust	
responsibilities.		Hence,	there	can	be	no	dispute	that	disclosure	of	the	
requested	records	to	the	public	will	educate	the	public	about	the	role	of	the	
Secretary,	and	the	Office	of	the	Secretary,	and	the	legal	and	public	trust	duties	
concerning	bison,	National	Parks,	and	American	Indian	tribes.		
	

D. Disclosure	of	Requested	Records	is	Likely	to	Contribute	
Significantly	to	Public	Understanding	of	Government	
Operations	or	Activities.		

	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	is	requesting	the	disclosure	of	records	to	significantly	
enhance	the	public’s	understanding	of	the	role	of	the	Secretary,	and	the	Office	
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of	the	Secretary,	and	the	legal	and	public	trust	duties	carried	out	concerning	
bison,	National	Parks,	and	American	Indian	tribes.	
	
Disclosure	of	the	requested	records	will	enhance	what	is	publicly	known	or	
readily	available.	Disclosure	will	significantly	enhance	the	public’s	
understanding	because	the	requested	records	will	help	reveal	more	about	the	
role	of	the	Secretary,	and	the	Office	of	the	Secretary,	and	the	legal	and	public	
trust	duties	carried	out	concerning	bison,	National	Parks,	and	American	
Indian	tribes.	
	
Disclosure	of	requested	records	to	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	is	also	certain	to	
shed	light	on	the	role	of	the	Secretary,	and	the	Office	of	the	Secretary,	and	the	
legal	and	public	trust	duties	carried	out	concerning	bison,	National	Parks,	and	
American	Indian	tribes.	
	
The	release	of	information	and	records	is	for	the	public’s	benefit	and	in	the	
public’s	interest	and	will	be	made	available	to	the	public	at	large	through	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign's	offices	and	our	website,	list-serve	and	network	
outlets.	Information	and	records	available	to	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	are	used	
in	press	conferences	and	releases,	television	and	radio	interviews,	regional	
and	national	publications,	local	and	national	broadcast	networks,	in	public	
meetings	and	before	legislative	bodies,	is	shared	online	through	a	variety	of	
platforms	that	reaches	the	public	nationwide	and	abroad,	and	shared	with	
people	traveling	through	Yellowstone	National	Park	on	an	annual	basis	
through	our	summer	outreach	programs.	These	and	other	Buffalo	Field	
Campaign	activities	described	herein	significantly	contribute	to	the	public’s	
understanding	of	government	operations	and	activities.		
	
Public	oversight	of	agency	action	is	vital	to	our	democratic	system	and	clearly	
envisioned	by	the	drafters	of	the	Freedom	of	Information	Act.		Buffalo	Field	
Campaign	meets	this	factor	as	well.	
	

Buffalo	Field	Campaign	has	a	Demonstrated	Ability	to	Disseminate	the	
Requested	Records	Broadly	

	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	is	a	non-profit	organization	that	informs,	educates,	
and	engages	the	public	regarding	bison	management	issues,	policies,	and	laws.	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	has	been	substantially	involved	in	the	activities	of	
numerous	government	agencies	for	over	20	years	and	consistently	
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demonstrated	its	ability	to	disseminate	information	granted	to	it	through	the	
Freedom	of	Information	Act.		
	
In	consistently	granting	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	fee	waivers,	agencies	have	
recognized:	(1)	the	information	requested	by	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	
contributes	significantly	to	the	public’s	understanding	of	the	government’s	
operations	or	activities;	(2)	the	information	enhances	the	public’s	
understanding	to	a	greater	degree	than	currently	exists;	(3)	Buffalo	Field	
Campaign	possesses	the	expertise	to	explain	the	requested	information	to	the	
public;	(4)	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	possesses	the	ability	to	disseminate	the	
requested	information	to	the	general	public;	and	(5)	news	outlets	and	
reporters	recognize	and	rely	upon	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	as	an	on	the	
ground,	and	expert	source	of	information	on	bison,	and	the	ecosystem	they	
depend	on	for	survival.				
	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign’s	track	record	of	active	participation	in	oversight	of	
governmental	activities	and	decision	making,	and	its	consistent	contribution	
to	the	public’s	understanding	of	those	activities,	as	compared	to	the	level	of	
public	understanding	prior	to	disclosure,	are	well	established.	
	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	intends	to	use	the	records	requested	here	similarly.		
Information	and	records	obtained	by	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	appear	in	news	
stories	online	and	in	print,	radio	and	TV,	including	regular	reporting	in	local,	
regional,	national,	and	international	outlets.		Buffalo	Field	Campaign’s	
extensive	website	reaches	a	broad	level	of	people.		Buffalo	Field	Campaign	
sends	out	weekly	and	biweekly	updates	and	action	alerts	to	a	network	of	
supporters	throughout	the	United	States.		Buffalo	Field	Campaign	sends	and	
distributes	an	annual	printed	newsletter	to	more	than	45,000	people.		A	
diverse	and	broad	group	of	people	has	joined	Buffalo	Field	Campaign’s	social	
media	platforms	to	regularly	post	news	and	take	action	items	concerning	
bison.		
	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	is	also	a	source	of	news	based	on	our	capacity	as	an	in	
the	field	organization	providing	information	and	news	reports	to	people	
located	throughout	the	United	States,	to	broadcast	networks	and	news	media	
outlets	in	the	United	States	and	abroad,	and	to	various	local,	regional,	and	
international	communities.			
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Buffalo	Field	Campaign	intends	to	use	any	or	all	of	these	far-reaching	public	
outlets	to	share	with	the	public	information	obtained	as	a	result	of	our	
Freedom	of	Information	Act	request.					
	
Public	oversight	and	enhanced	understanding	of	the	Office	of	the	Secretary’s	
legal	and	public	trust	duties	is	a	matter	of	public	interest	and	an	on-going	
concern.			
	
In	determining	whether	disclosure	of	requested	information	will	contribute	
significantly	to	public	understanding,	a	guiding	test	is	whether	the	requester	
will	disseminate	the	information	to	a	reasonably-broad	audience	of	persons	
interested	in	the	subject.		Carney	v	U.S.	Department	of	Justice,	19	F.3d	807	(2nd	
Cir.	1994).	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	need	not	show	exactly	how	it	intends	to	
distribute	the	information,	because	“nothing	in	FOIA,	the	[agency]	regulation,	
or	our	case	law	require[s]	such	pointless	specificity.”	Judicial	Watch,	Inc.	v.	
Rossotti,	326	F.3d	1309,	1314	(D.C.	Cir.	2003).	It	is	sufficient	for	Buffalo	Field	
Campaign	to	show	how	it	distributes	information	to	the	public	generally.		
Judicial	Watch,	326	F.3d	at	1314.	
	
Obtaining	the	Requested	Records	is	of	No	Commercial	Interest	to	Buffalo	Field	

Campaign	
	
Access	to	government	records	through	Freedom	of	Information	Act	requests	
is	essential	to	Buffalo	Field	Campaign’s	role	in	educating,	informing,	and	
engaging	the	general	public.		Founded	in	1997,	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	is	a	
501(c)(3)	nonprofit	organization	(EIN:	36	3964401)	with	supporters	found	
throughout	the	United	States	who	are	dedicated	to	the	protection	of	bison	in	
the	wild	and	the	ecosystems	upon	which	they	depend	for	survival.				
	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	has	no	commercial	interest	and	will	realize	no	
commercial	benefit	from	the	release	of	the	requested	records.	
	
For	all	of	the	foregoing	reasons,	Buffalo	Field	Campaign	qualifies	for	a	full	fee	
waiver.		We	hope	that	the	Office	of	the	Secretary	will	immediately	grant	our	
fee	waiver	request	and	begin	to	search	and	disclose	the	requested	records	
without	any	unnecessary	delays.			
	
All	records	and	any	related	correspondence	should	be	sent	to	my	attention	at	
the	address	below.			
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Thank	you	for	your	time	and	assistance.	
	
Sincerely,	
	
/s/	
	
Darrell	Geist	
Buffalo	Field	Campaign	
PO	Box	957	
West	Yellowstone,	MT	59758	
z@wildrockies.org	
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